
London Hub Co-ordinator

The London Hub Co-ordinator leads the London Hub and sits on the Steering Committee

Aims

Effective, complementary working between London branches, and between branches and
Central Office, in line with Party strategy. Effective, strategic decision-making by the Steering
Committee which takes into account the needs of branch teams in fulfilling their role.

Time commitment

4-5 hours per week, rising significantly during election periods.
Steering Committee: 3-4 hour prep for each of 3-4 meetings a year, with the understanding
that shorter ad hoc meetings and decision making do occur.

Role

The Co-ordinator convenes and chairs meetings of representatives of all London Branches,
typically involving around 20 people in total, preparing agendas with central office. Meetings
can be online or in person. They are usually monthly, increasing around elections. Dates and
times vary to increase opportunities for branch officers to attend.

The Co-ordinator maintains contact with branch teams between meetings, supporting,
troubleshooting and where necessary, working with Central Office to resolve issues. The
Co-ordinator should facilitate direct discussions and collaborations and also share
knowledge widely throughout the team. Overall, they should aim to be in a position to
respond to emerging situations.

Personal qualities

● Committed and enthusiastic about the work of the party, its values and policies
● Open to new ideas and listening to the ideas and concerns of others
● Ready to motivate and support others, recognise the skills and expertise of others

and encourage them to share their ideas and step up
● Positive, resilient and diplomatic, able to take a practical approach when needed
● Ready to lead the hub and London branches into a new phase



London Hub Data Manager

The London Hub Data Manager is part of the hub leadership team and supports branches
and London-wide working.

Aims

Effective, complementary working between London branches, and between branches and
Central Office, in line with Party strategy. Activists across London are managed and
supported, championing the important role data plays in campaigning and elections.

Time commitment

3-5 hours per week, rising during election periods.

Role

As part of the hub leadership team the data manager will usually attend meetings of
representatives of all London Branches, typically involving around 20 people in total.
Meetings can be online or in person. They are usually monthly, increasing around elections.
Dates and times vary to increase opportunities for branch officers to attend.

The Hub Data Manager will work with the central team to manage and monitor activist
recruitment and will analyse voter data. The Data Manager will also support branches to
monitor their progress towards data targets and assist branch Data Managers with their role
when required, including with nationbuilder.

Personal qualities

● Committed and enthusiastic about the work of the party, its values and policies
● Analytical and strategic
● Ready to motivate and support others
● Ready to champion the importance of data in campaigning



London Hub Branchstarter

The London Hub Branchstarter is part of the hub leadership team and supports branches
and London-wide working.

Aims

Effective, complementary working between London branches, and between branches and
Central Office, in line with Party strategy. Successful start of effective London branches and
growth of the London movement.

Time commitment

3-5 hours per week.

Role

As part of the hub leadership team the branchstarter will usually attend meetings of
representatives of all London Branches, typically involving around 20 people in total.
Meetings can be online or in person. They are usually monthly, increasing around elections.
Dates and times vary to increase opportunities for branch officers to attend.

Work with the central team to identify areas and members to start new branches in London
boroughs. Support new branches to get started and continue to support their development
and integration in the London branch team, especially in their first six months. Support
branches to begin campaigning right from the beginning and to be ready to contest elections.

Personal qualities

● Committed and enthusiastic about the work of the party, its values and policies
● Ready to motivate and support others, recognise the skills and expertise of others

and encourage them
● Ready to mentor other activists as they work to start a branch
● Positive and diplomatic, able to take a practical approach when needed


